NEW RANGE OF REFRIGERATORS WITH SMART INVERTER COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY

**GL-D281BZCX**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 3 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf

**GL-D281BZCK**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 3 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf

**GL-D281BZCY**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Blue Charm

**GL-D241ABCY**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Best Stand with Drawer

**GL-D241ABCY**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Blue Charm

**GL-D241ABCG**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Best Stand with Drawer

**GL-D241ABCG**
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Fastest Ice Tray
- Moist ‘N’ Fresh
- Smart Connect/Color Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Best Stand with Drawer

Capacity: 270 Litres
Capacity: 270 Litres
Capacity: 235 Litres
Capacity: 235 Litres

**PERFORMANCE**

**SAVINGS**

**WARRANTY**

**FEATURES**

**STYLISH DESIGN**

LG Direct Cool Refrigerator redefines perfection in every sense with everything one could ask for. With cutting-edge features, like Smart Inverter Compressor Technology that takes energy efficiency to another level, 10-year Compressor warranty for peace of mind and stunning designs that add to your surroundings, these refrigerators are the most versatile refrigerators ever!
NEW RANGE OF REFRIGERATORS WITH
SMART INVERTER COMPRESSOR TECHNOLOGY

GL-9221A6PD/9221A5PD
- Rating: 3 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Scarlet Plumeria
Capacity: 215 Litres

GL-9221A6PY
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- Slip Seal
Capacity: 215 Litres

GL-9201A6S2
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 5 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
Russet Brown
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A0D/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 5 Star / 4 Star / 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Blue Glow
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6PD/9201A6PD/9201A6PD
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 3 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Blue Plumeria
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Blue Orchid
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Scarlet Plumeria
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Purple Glow
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Russet Brown
Capacity: 190 Litres

GL-9201A6S2/9201A6S7
- Smart Inverter Compressor
- Rating: 4 Star
- Frost-Free
- Multi 'N Fresh
- Smart Connect/Solar Smart
- Toughened Glass Shelf
- *Base Stand with Drawer
Amber Steel
Capacity: 190 Litres

Image use for reference only and features are model specific. Technology However, BEE Specification may vary from model to model and may change without prior notice. For more details, visit our website.